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Introduction and Site Description
This report documents the results of General Atomics' (GA's) efforts related to the partial
removal, and final radiological survey of, the remaining portions of an underground drain line
pipe associated with a previously removed underground liquid radioactive waste tank that had
been located near GA's Building 31.
Building 31 is located on the east portion of the Building 30/31 complex located on GA's main
site (Figure 1). With the exception of room 101 of Building 31, which is currently in use as
GA's nuclear calibration lab, all of the building 30/31 complex (Figure 2) has been, or has been
requested to be, released to unrestricted use.
In 1984, a radioactive liquid waste tank was removed from an area just outside the east comer of
Building 31. The area where the tank had been located was subsequently released to unrestricted
use by both the NRC (license amendment #59 dated August 12, 1999) and the State DHS/RHB
(license amendment #140 dated September 10, 1999). At that time, the drain line piping leading
to the tank were left in place.
In 2004, a portion of the subject drain line piping located within the "Phase IV" areas of the
Building 30/31 complex was removed. The portion removed ran between the former sink and
decontamination shower area in room 102A to the west wall of room 101 (i.e., the wall between
rooms 102 and 101) as shown in Figure 3. No radioactive contamination was detected in soil
samples collected from the bottom of the trench resulting from this drain line removal, and
radiation measurements inside the trench were not distinguishable from normal background
levels. The decommissioning of the "Phase IV" areas were documented in a final report", 2 which
was submitted to both the NRC and State DHS/RHB along with a request to release the areas to
unrestricted use. The release of the "Phase IV" areas is currently pending with both the NRC and
the State DHS/RHB.
The remaining drain line piping associated with the former underground tank, which is the
subject of this report, is shown in Figure 3. This drain line pipe consists of three sections. The
first section is a 3-inch diameter drain line that begins in the very northeast comer of room 103.

' Keith Asmussen Letter dated September 6, 2001 (CAL/696-3404), "Request to Release Certain
Portions of General Atomics' Facility to Unrestricted Use and Delete them from its License: Namely,
Building 30/31 - Phase IV".
2

Dr. Keith Asmussen letter dated November 30, 2005 to Dr. Ronald Rogus (CAL-3940),

"Response to Comments Re: GA's Final Survey Report for Phase IV area of Bldg 30/31 Complex and
Submittal of Revised Building 30/31 Phase IV Report".
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This drain line goes vertically down about 18", then its travels south for -20" before angling
southeast for about another 20" under an -6' thick concrete shield wall which separates room
103 from room 101 for a total run of -4' 10". It then joins the main section of drain line pipe
(second section) which goes underneath room 101 with a downward slope until it exits the
building 31 footprint at a point - 8 feet below grade level. (This end of the drain line was found
by excavating a 10'-11' foot deep pit). The total length of this pipe is about 40'. This pipe was
cleaned and abandoned in-place. Beneath the concrete floor of room 101, this 3-inch drain line
was joined by the remaining portion of a 2-inch drain line that had originally come from the sink
and decontamination shower in room 102. This remaining portion of the 2-inch drain line which
formerly came from room 102, began at the wall between rooms 101 and 102 and ran with only a
slight slope over to a point above the 3-inch drain line and then went vertically down to join the
main section of the 3-inch drain line. The lateral run of this 2-inch pipe plus a small portion (- 1
foot) of the vertical section was removed as part of the current decommissioning effort. The total
length of this pipe was -13'; all of which was removed except for a short vertical section of pipe
which joins the main 3" line. The third section of drain line pipe begins at what was a floor drain
located a couple of feet away to the south and west from the above mentioned vent pipe. It begins
at a point about 18" below floor level, goes down -13", then goes southeast for -1'2" where it
also joins the main section of drain line pipe. The total length of this section is -2' 3".
The pipe to be left abandoned in-place is shown in Figure 3 and consists of the 2 short sections of
pipe in room 103 and the main 3" pipe going underneath room 103. These 3 sections all join at a
point underneath the -6' concrete wall that divides room 103 from room 101. The removal of
these portions of the drain line piping is prohibitive based on the depth (as far as 8'-9' below
grade) and the extremely high degree of difficulty accessing the drain line under the floor of the
building and under the 6'-thick concrete wall that it goes under between rooms 103 and 101.
This report documents the results of: 1) the radiological measurements performed in the trench
remaining after excavation of the -13' section of the 2-inch pipe, and 2) survey measurements
made inside the remaining - 4' 10" section of the 2-inch pipe and the -2'3" section of 2-inch
pipe both of which begin in room 103, and 3) survey measurements made inside the -40' section
of 3-inch drain line pipe; the results are all of radiological measurements conducted after
aggressive decontamination of the inside of these pipes.
The results demonstrate that the piping to be abandoned in place meets the NRC and State
approved criteria for release to unrestricted use. Accordingly, GA is requesting that the
abandoned underground drain line piping and the trench and excavated holes/pits associated with
the efforts to locate, access and remove portions of the drain line piping, as described in this
report, be released to unrestricted use and deleted from GA's NRC SNM and State of California
Radioactive Materials licenses, numbers SNM-696 and 0145-37, respectively.
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Decommissionin2 Efforts

On October 10, 2007, the area south of building 31 was excavated to uncover the drain line
which had been previously capped off after removal of the associated underground liquid waste
tank in 1984. The pipe was located on October 16, 2007 about 8' below the existing grade level.
Subsequent radiological analysis (gamma spectroscopy) of the scale and debris removed from the
inside the drain pipe showed that the interior of the pipe was contaminated with Cs-137 (-38.93
± 3.99 pCi/g) and uranium (U-235 concentration was 4.03 ± 1.45 pCi/g). The results of gamma
spec analysis of soil samples collected from around the drain line pipe showed no Cs-137 or
uranium above natural background levels (Cs-137 < 0.21 pCi/g). The results are provided in
Table 5.
A concrete core cutting company was hired to help expose the buried drain line pipe under the
floors of rooms 101 and 103 and the end of the pipe outside of Building 31. The entire section of
pipe found outside the foot print of Building 31 was exposed and removed.
The pipe (3-inches in diameter) inside room 103 was found in the very northeast corner of the
room; it drops vertically down about 2' then travels a few feet southwest where it then angles
south and goes underneath the 6'-thick concrete wall between rooms 101 and 103 and continues
underneath the length of room 101. Water was placed inside the pipe located on the
northernmost corner of room 103 and collected at the end of the pipe in the excavated pit outside
building 31 to verify this was indeed the drain line pipe which previously emptied into the
underground tank. The water (which did come out the pipe outside the building) was collected
and analyzed by gamma spectroscopy. Small quantities of Cs-137 (0.31 ± 0.11 pCi/ml) and
uranium (U-235 concentration was 0.12 ± 0.08 pCi/ml) were measured.
An "L" shaped trench was dug in room 101 in order to expose the 2-inch drain line which had
originally come from a decontamination shower (previously removed) in room 102 and joins the
3-inch diameter drain line. The 2-inch drain line was located a few feet below the concrete
surface and was removed (see Figure 3). The 2-inch line had a gradual slope as it traversed
towards the center of room 101, then it tuned 90-degrees and fell vertical for an estimated 6 feet
where in joined the 3-inch drain pipe. An -7.5' section of the 13' of the 2-inch pipe removed
from this trench was transferred to a room in building 21.
The remaining -40' section of pipe abandoned in-place was decontaminated on 11/15/07 using a
carbide-tipped flex-hub cleaning tool attached to a "snake" pipe cleaning device. Compressed
air was used to blow out all remaining debris. This "blow-out" process was followed-up by
running moist towels through the 2" and 3" drain pipe legs to remove any last remaining debris.
An -500 ml water sample was poured into the pipes in room 103 and collected outside building
31 and analyzed by gamma spectroscopy (a 30 minute count). The results showed a trace amount
of Cs- 137 (no uranium contamination was detected). The pipe was cleaned out again using the
3
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flex-hub cleaning tool and flushed out with about a gallon of water. Another -500 ml water
sample was poured into the pipe in room 103 and again collected outside building 31. No
uranium was measured but Cs-137 in trace quantities was still detected. After a third effort at
decontamination (which still showed the presence of a trace amount of Cs- 137 in the water
sample), it was decided that the pipe had been decontaminated to as low as reasonably achievable
levels. The concentrations of Cs-137 in the three water samples ranged from 0.06-0.2 pCi/ml.
The highest result (0.2 pCi/ml or 2e-7 pCi/ml) is well below the Table 2 effluent concentration
limit for Cs-137 listed in Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 20 of le-6 1 iCi/ml for water.
A total of about 13' of pipe was removed from inside room 101. A total of -15' of pipe was
removed from outside building 31 in small sections. These pipe sections will either be
decontaminated to meet the release criteria for items and equipment to be released to unrestricted
use, or will be disposed of as low level radioactive waste.
At the request of GA, NRC inspectors Mr. Robert Evans and Ms. Janine Katonic were on site on
November 26, 2007 to perform independent surveys and review GA's efforts and plans. After
reviewing GA's facility drawing (see Appendix A), the NRC questioned the significance of the
words "plug drain" shown on the drawing. After reviewing a videotape taken by GA of the pipe
before and after decontamination, it appeared that the "plug drain" might actually be a short
section of pipe separate from the one uncovered by GA just 3' away in room 103.
In order to resolve this issue with certainty, GA decided to remove the concrete flooring located
in the "plug drain" area. On November 30, 2007, this "new" section of pipe was uncovered
inside a concrete lined trench. This pipe begins 18" below floor grade, inside the concrete trench,
goes about 13" down, then about 1'2" southeast where it then joins the other short section of pipe
from room 103 and the main section of pipe (see Figure 3). The total length of "new" pipe is
-2'3". The two short sections of pipe which begin in room 103, go underneath the 6' concrete
wall that divides room 101 from room 103 of building 31 and join the main section of pipe which
goes underneath and then outside room 101. This 2'3" section of pipe, which will also be
abandoned in-place
was decontaminated by GA using the same method used on the rest of the pipe. A water sample
collected after decontamination was analyzed by gamma spectroscopy and showed no detectable
Cs-137 or uranium.
Criteria for Release to Unrestricted Use
Facilities and Equipment
The U.S. NRC's and State of California's criteria for releasing facilities and equipment to
3The

Monthly Average Concentration of Cs-137 allowed to be released into the sanitary
sewerage system is le-5 pCi/ml (Table 3 of 10 CFR Part 20).
4
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unrestricted use are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Based on results of scale/debris taken
from inside the drain line pipe, Cs- 137 and uranium were identified as the contaminants.

The applicable guideline residual surface activity levels for beta/gamma emitters (including Cs137), depleted uranium and enriched uranium are as follows:
5,000 dpm/I00cm 2 , averaged over a 1 m2 area
15,000 dpm/100cm 2 , maximum in a 100 cm 2 area if the average over 1 m 2 is met.
1,000 dpmrl00cm 2, removable activity
Exposure Rate Guideline
The guideline value for exposure rates measured at 1 m above the surface, is •_ 10 ýtR/hr above
background levels.
Soil Release Criteria
The soil release criteria, which also apply to concrete rubble, asphalt and gravel, and are
concentrations above background levels are provided below for radionuclides typically found at
the GA Site. The contaminants of concern and the release criteria are as follows:
Cs-137
Enriched Uranium (U-234 and U-235)
Depleted Uranium

15 pCi/g
30 pCi/g
35 pCi/g

The U-235 concentrations are determined by gamma spectroscopy to ensure that concentrations
of enriched uranium are below the given limit. The ratio of U-234 to U-235 is conservatively
assumed to be -30:1 and applies for these rooms based on the previous use of high enriched
uranium.
If more than one radionuclide is detected, the sum of the fractions of the concentrations,
calculated as follows, must be less than or equal to one (1):
ni

<1

i=1

Where:
Ci
Li

=
=

The average soil concentration of radionuclide i
The maximum soil limit for i (pCi/g).
Instrumentation

A general description of the instruments used for this survey are contained in Table 3. On each

5
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survey provided in the figures, additional data is provided for each survey meter including: (1)
instrument type, the model and serial numbers, (2) a description of the detector (if applicable)
and its serial number, (3) calibration due dates and efficiencies, (4) typical background count
rates, and (5) MDA'S (if applicable). All instruments used were calibrated semiannually and
after repair. Exposure rate meters were calibrated quarterly. All instruments are calibrated using
NIST traceable sources.
Background Measurements
Instrument Background Measurements
Background measurements for the instruments used for this survey are provided in Table 3.
Background Soil Concentrations
Typical background concentrations in soil near the GA site have been measured by gamma
spectroscopy (at the 95% confidence level) and are provided in Table 4 along with a description
of the locations where these samples were taken.
Exposure Rate Background
The various rooms in Buildings 30/31 all currently have concrete floors. The walls and ceilings
are made of different materials, all of which affect the exposure rate background. The normal
background level used as the basis for evaluating these areas is 20 to 23 gtR/hr at 1 m from the
surface, as measured in an all-concrete room in GA's Building 1 (GA's Administration Office
Building a non-impacted area).
Final Survey Plan and Results
A final survey plan for the drain line removed from the trench, for the drain line to be abandoned
in-place and for the excavation trench was developed. A copy is provided in Appendix A.
Soil Sample Results
The plan required the collection of 8 soil samples (6 in the trench and 2 outside of building 31);
see Figure 4. The soil samples were analyzed by gamma spectroscopy; the results are provided
in Table 5. The results were at or near typical background concentrations for Cs-137 and U-235
and well below the applicable release criteria.
An additional soil sample was collected from inside the concrete lined trench inside of room 103
during excavation of the -2' of pipe. The gamma spec result was 0.21 ± 0.08 pCi/g (at or near
normal background levels for Cs-137) and well below the soil release criteria.
Exposure Rate Results
Approximately 100% of the surface soil in the excavated area outside and south of Building 31
6
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was scanned using a microR meter. The results ranged from 10-15 microR/hr and were not
distinguishable from normal background levels. See Figure 5.
Approximately 100% of the surface soil inside the "L" shaped trench inside Building 31 was also
scanned using a microR meter. The results ranged from 5-10 microR/hr. See Figure 5.
A small ½2" x 1" Nal detector was used to measure the inside of the -40' of pipe abandoned inplace. The results ranged from 8-22 iiR/hr (Figure 5). The readings increased as the detector
was placed closer to the thick concrete floor and the 6'- thick concrete wall that separates room
101 from 103.
Removable Contamination Surveys Inside Pipe
Seven (7) 100 cm 2 wipe samples were collected. Two samples were from inside the 7.5' section
of pipe removed and five (5) were from the inside the abandoned pipe (see Figure 5 for
locations). The samples were counted using a low level alpha beta counting system. The results
were all < 10 dpm/100 cm 2 beta and < 10 dpm/100 cm 2 alpha.
Alpha and Beta Surveys Inside Pipe
After decontamination of all three sections of "abandoned" pipe, the ends of the pipes were
surveyed using a portable alpha probe and a beta/gamma GM probe. No readings above normal
background levels were detected on the ends and inside of the accessible areas of the pipes.
Water Samples Before and After Cleaning
Before decontamination of the pipe section that runs between room 103 and 101, water was
poured into the pipe in room 103 and collected at the end of the pipe outside of Building 31. The
water sample was counted by gamma spectroscopy and found to have low concentrations of Cs137 (0.31 ViCi/ml) and U-235 (0.12 iiCi/ml).
After finding the additional 2' 3" section of pipe in room 103 and decontamination of it and the
rest of the pipe all the way to the end of the pipe outside room 103, approximately 500 ml of
water were poured through the line, collected outside of the building and analyzed by gamma
spectroscopy. The results showed no detectable Cs-137 or U-235.
Conclusion
The results of the final and confirmatory surveys provided in this report, demonstrate that the
Building 31 underground drain line pipe to be abandoned in place and the trench created as a
result of the removal of a portion of the drain line, as defined in this report, are well below the
NRC- and State- approved guidelines for release to unrestricted use.
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Guidelines For Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of
Licenses For byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material, also known as "Decon- I" incorporated into GA's State
of CA Radioactive Materials License.
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Table 3:

List of Instruments - Building 31 Underground Drain Line Pipe

Instrument

Detector

Ludlum
Model 12
S/N 91055

Ludlum Model 4365 Alpha Scintillator
ZnS(Ag) alpha
detector

Ludlum Model
3 S/N 131601

S/N

Four Ranges
0-500,000

03-18-08

27.57%

0-20 cpm (all)
MDA =309 dpm/100 cm2

Active Probe Area = 50 cm2. Used for Alpha
surveying and fixed measurements.

Five Ranges
0-500 pRlhr

01-09-08

N/A

typically 8-10 AtR/hr

Small gamma Nal detector used to survey the
inside of the drain line.

Five Ranges
0-500 iAR/hr

Gas Flow
Proportional
Detector

Canberra
Low Level
a/3 Counter

Background

158626

Ludlum Model 4410
S/N 145973

Ludlum
Model 3
S/N 74220

Efficiency

S/N 092190

Ludlum Model 4462
Y2 " x 1" Nal detector

Description

Calibration
Due Date

Range (cpm)

N/A

01-08-08

26.59%

40-80 cpm

2 inch x 2 inch Na! (Ti) scintillator. Used for
measuring external dose rates at the surface and at
1 meter.

As
needed

-2630%

Varies with Sample

Canberra Model 2404 Low Level ca/3 gas
proportional counting system used to count wipes
for removable contamination. Results are usually

as needed

Varies
with
Sample

Varies with Sample

2
reported as dpm/l100 cm

Model 2404

Canberra
Gamma
Spectroscopy
System

N/A

High Purity
Germanium Detector
I

I

I

Gamma Spectroscopy MCA system using a high
purity Germanium detector.
L

L
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Table 4: General Atomics Gamma Spectroscopy Results of Background Surface Soil Samples
Sepitember 24, 2002
Energy Peaks

137CS

OCo

2Th

661.6 keV

1173 keV

238 keV
( 212 Pb)

Sample ID

'Ra

(232 Th)
911 keV
2U Ac)

(To')Th
mTh + 23'Th

2bU

235u

63.3 (92.7) keV
( 234Th)

144 (186) keV

Radionuclide Concentrations(pCi/g) - Results + 2a - 30 Minute Counts
Samples collected June, 2000

Re- analyzed November, 2001

X-1

ND'

ND

0.49 ± 0.15

1.25 ± 0.34

1.74 ± 0.48

ND

ND

X-2

ND

ND

0.91 ±+0.23

0.91 ±_0.23

1.81 ±-0.46

1.17 ± 1.13

(0.09 ± 0.05)

X-3

ND

ND

1.40 ± 0.27

1.79 ± 0.37

3.19 ± 0.63

1.51 ± 1.20

(0.09 ± 0.09)

X-4

0.08 ± 0.07

ND

1.71 ± 0.31

2.08 ± 0.47

3.78 ±0.78

ND

(0.18 ± 0.13)

X-5

ND

ND

1.52 ± 0.29

2.83 ± 0.70

4.35 ± 0.99

ND

(0.20 ± 0.15)

X-6

ND

ND

1.14 ± 0.32

1.12 ± 0.26

2.25 ± 0.58

ND

(0.09 ± 0.05)

X-7

0.11 ± 0.07

ND

1.68 ± 0.24

2.18 +0.47

3.86 ± 0.71

ND

(0.22 ± 0.10)

X-8

ND

ND

2.32 ± 0.38

2.14 ± 0.54

4.45 ± 0.92

ND

(0.26 ± 0.14)

X-9

ND

ND

0.61t ±0.15

1.59 ± 0.42

2.20 ± 0.57

ND

ND

X-10

0.09 ±0.06

ND

1.59-±0.26

1.39 ±0.36

2.98 ±0.61

0.75_± 1.22

(0.13 ±0.07)

(0.25

Samples collected and analyzed September, 2002
X-11

0.23 ± 0.07

ND

1.37 ± 0.29

1.71 ± 0.37

3.07 ± 0.66

1.13 ± 1.30

X- 12

0.31 ± 0.08

ND

0.50 ± 0.08

0.65 ± 0.18

1.14 ±0.26

ND

X- 13

ND

ND

0.95 ± 0.20

1.13 ± 0.23

2.08 ± 0.43

1.29 ± 0.99

I

ND = Energy peak not identified
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0.11)

(0.11 ±0.07)
(0.14

0.05)

Table 44(continued):-. GeneralAtomcsiGammaSpectrospy Reisults of RBackaroundSufai
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'Emerg
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60c

e

________________

13k
ke" 73
ý1.1

238 keV
(

______
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1 Pb)

j

22 Ra

Th)

('232

911 keV

j

QAc)

Radionuclide Concentrations (pCilg)

September 24,;.2002:

1

TWTh
2 Th,
mT .. 232..:

________

-Results

e SoWISamples
2

U

•
lý633(92.7

23

).ie

j

". ,
144"(186)
keV.,.

( 2 4 f)______

:t 2a - 30 Minute Countsý.

X-14

ND

ND

1.42 ± 0.19

1.59 ± 0.29

3.01 ± 0.48

0.67 ± 0.71

(0.11 ± 0.05)

X- 15

ND

ND

0.37 ± 0.09

0.56 ± 0.16

0.92 ± 0.25

0.50 ± 0.66

(0.04 ± 0.04)

X- 16

0.06 ± 0.03

ND

0.97 ± 0.22

1.15 ± 0.23

2.12 ± 0.45

ND

(0.10 ± 0.05)

X-17

ND

ND

0.80 ± 0.12

0.96 ± 0.40

1.76 ± 0.52

ND

ND

X-18

0.25 ± 0.07

ND

0.77 ± 0.21

0.94 ± 0.24

1.71 ± 0.45

0.92 ± 0.94

(0.13 ± 0.08)

X- 19

ND

ND

0.72 ± 0.12

0.68 ± 0.23

1.40 ± 0.35

ND

(0.11 ± 0,07)

X-20

ND

ND

1.42 ± 0.17

1.40 ± 0.27

2.82 ± 0.45

ND

(0.20 ± 0.09)

X-21

ND

ND

1.51 ± 0.32

1.48 ± 030

2.99 ± 0.62

2.47 ± 1.71

0.26 ± 0.23

X-22

0.07 ± 0.05

ND

0.85 ±0.12

0.98 ± 0.29

1.83 ± 0.41

ND

(0.10 ± 0.08)

X-23

ND

ND

1.17 ± 0.15

1.33 ± 0.28

2.50 ± 0.42

ND

(0.10 ± 0.05)

X-24

ND

ND

2.03 ± 0.26

1.70 ± 0.33

3.73 ± 0.59

1.75 ± 1.37

(0.17 ± 0.06)

X-25

ND

ND

1.44 ± 0.29

1.36 ± 0.28

2.80 ± 0.57

1.52 ± 1.26

(0.19 ± 0.08)

X-26

ND

ND

1.81 ± 0.24

1.41 ± 0.31

3.22 ± 0.54

0.68 ± 0.96

(0.13 ± 0.06)

X-27

ND

ND

1.65 ± 0.20

2.00 ± 0.34

3.65 ± 0.54

ND

(0.15 ± 0.07)

X-28

ND

ND

1.40 ± 0.20

1.47 ± 0.33

2.87 ± 0.54

1.35 ± 1.03

(0.28 ± 0.07)

X-29

0.01 ± 0.07

ND

0.81 ± 0.17

1.61 ± 0.34

2.42 ± 0.51

ND

(0.09 ± 0.06)

X-30

ND

ND

1.90 ± 0.22

1.88 ± 0.33

3.79 ± 0.55

2.67 ± 1.79

(0.35 ± 0.11)

T-5

Table 4 (continued): General Atomics Gamma Spectroscopy Results of Background Surface Soil Samples
September 24, 2002
Sample Locations:
Sorrento Valley Road near sample location ST65 on the hillside -I mile from Building 37.
XI
Sorrento Valley Road near Carmel Mountain Road junction on steep cliff.
X2
X3
Sorrento Valley Road in Los Penasquitos Preserve -2 miles from Building 37.
Sorrento Valley Court at the end of the road in the field.
X4
Roselle Street, East of sample location ST64 - '/2 mile from Building 37 (collected on the hillside)
X5
X6
Roselle Street, East of sample location ST64 -1 V2 mile from Building 37 (collected on hillside).
Lusk Boulevard, from the hillside - 1 ½/miles from Building 37 (collected on the hillside).
X7
X8
Vista Sorrento Parkway, - ½2 mile from Building 37 (collected on the hillside).
Callahan Road, - ½/mile from Building 37 (collected on the hillside).
X9
XI0
Eastgate Mall road, -3 miles from Building 37 (collected in a field).
Creek Road (North County).
XI1
X 12
Canyon de Oro (North County).
X1 3
Palomar (North E County).
Deer Springs Rd. (North County).
X 14
Rice Canyon Rd. (North County).
X15
Las Pulgas Rd. (North County).
X16
X1 7
Boderfield Park (South W County).
X1 8
Otay Mesa (South E County).
X19
Sunset Cliff (South W County).
Marion Bear Park (South County).
X20
Mission Valley (South County).
X21
X22
Santee (South E County)
Ramona (East County).
X23
Via Abitura (San Diego).
X24
X25
Black Mtn. Park (San Diego).
X26
Park Village (San Diego).
X27
Harris Plant Rd. (San Diego).
Daley Center Dr. (San Diego).
X28
Harbison Canyon (East County).
X29
X30
Apple St. (East San Diego).
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Table 5: GammG
a SpectroScopyvResults
Radionuctide

137

s

661 keV
SamplelD

-

SolfSamples Related to the Building 31fUnderground DrainLine Pipe_.________

Co
1173 keV

12 8 nh22(oa)T
238!keV 22pb

2351.

911keV

c8

2'8Th
Ac

Radionuclide Concentrations(pCilg) !-Results±

J__(__2314(Th):
32Th::

63.3 (92.7) keV

186 (144):

keV:

MinuteCo unt ""-30
:Backgrounds Not Subtracted

Soil Samples Collected Inside and Underneath Concrete Slab in Room 101
Trench #1

ND

ND

0.98 ± 0.18

1.82 ± 0.45

2.80

ND

0.13 ±0.11

Trench #2

ND

ND

1.09 ± 0.31

1.45 ± 0.36

2.54

0.64 ± 0.84

0.12 ± 0.10

Trench #3

ND

ND

1.42 ± 0.34

1.57 ± 0.45

2.54

2.26 ± 1.97

0.22 t 0.13

Trench #4

ND

ND

1.26 ± 0.19

1.44 ± 0.40

2.70

ND

0.25 ± 0.10

Trench #5

ND

ND

1.50 ± 0.34

1.71 ± 0.53

3.21

ND

0.22 ± 0.12

Trench #6

ND

ND

1.23 ± 0.19

1.83 ± 0.44

3.06

2.05 ± 1.60

0.14 ± 0.10

Soil Samples Collected Outside Building 31
Excavation #1 •
Excavation #2

(2)

ND

ND

1.03 ± 0.35

1.74 ± 0.41

2.77

ND

ND

0.13 ± 0.07

ND

1.75 ± 0.26

1.86 ± 0.47

3.61

0.84 ± 1.62

ND

Trench #7

(3)

ND

ND

0.94 ± 0.17

1.65 ± 0.39

2.59

1.82 ± 1.12

0.12 ± 0.08

Trench #8

(3)

0.11 ± 0.09

ND

1.52 ± 0.23

1.93 ± 0.44

3.45

1.69 ± 1.24

0.17 ± 0.12

Soil Sample Collected Inside and underneath Concrete Slab in Room 103 (inside concrete lined trench)
Trench #9

0.21 ± 0.08

ND

0.44 ± 0.12

0.95 ± 0.03

(') during pipe excavation by bldg 31

during pipe excavation between bldg and former tank location where sections of pipe were found.
(3)
where pipe ends
Notes:
1. ND means not detected.
2. Average Minimum Detectable Activities (MDAs):
U-238 = 1.58 pCi/g (63 keV peak)
Co-60 = 0.16 pCi/g (1173 keV peak)
U-235 = 0.14 pCi/g (186 keV peak)
Th-228 = 0.21 pCi/g (238 keV peak)
Cs-137= 0.13 pCi/g (662 keV peak)
Th-232 = 0.43 pCi/g (911 keV peak)
(2)

T-7

1.39

ND

0.03 ± 0.05

Building Numbers Names

Fiaure 1: GA's Main Site and Snrrentn Vailey site
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building

1
2
7
9
10
13
14
15
19
21
22

Administration
Science Laboratories A, B, C
Cafeteria
Office/Lab Building
Office Building/Health Physics
Technical Office Building
Technical Office East
Technical Office East
Swimming Pool Building
TRIGA Reactor Facility
Inertial Confinement Development
Building
Building 23
Former Hot Cell Facility
Building 25
Former Liquid Waste Treatment (NWPF)
Space Power Building
Building 27
Office Building
Building 29
Building 29-2 Landscaper's Building
Building 30

Office/Lab Building (Former LINAC
Complex)

Building 31

Storage/Nuclear Calibration

Building 31-2

Lab Building (former ECF Crftcal Facifty)

Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building
Building

33
33-1
33-5
34
34-1
34-2
34-3
35

N
N
W
0t
mS
•

.

I

DUNHIS.
4-2

ICF Lab Building
ICF Office Building
Painters Building
Fusion DIII-D Building
Fusion DIII-D Capacitor Building
Fusion DIII-D Lab Building
Fusion DIII-D Storage Building
Test Tower Building

3

Facilities Building, Shipping &Receiving

Building 36
Building 37
Building 39-1
Building 41
Building 42

Experimental Building
Sorrento Valley Building A
Storage Building
Former Nuclear Waste Processing
Facility (southern end) -Dismantled
Remaining Portion of Building - R&D/
Laboratory Building (QA)
/

Building 45

Machine Shop

Building 63

3550 Dunhil~l St.

Building 64

11030 Roselle St.

Building 65
Building 66

11040 Roselle St.
3520 Dunhill St.

Building 66

3510 Dunhill St.
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Phases I through V
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I

Room 31-101
In Use (Nuclear
Calibration Lab)
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31-101

100
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31-102
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Phases 1,11and III released to unrestricted use (both NRC and State)
Phase IV and V - Awaiting Release; State confirmatory survey completed.
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Figure 3: Building 31 Underground Drain Line Pipe
Rad drain line drops down about 5'
here then joi s the other pipe from 103

N

25'9"

_0 -_
--6' ----

This portion of pipe is a,vent line. It starts at floor
level, goes 18" down, then
another -3'4" where it joins
the main section of pipe.

,Pipe located -8'
below the surface

Room 103

Previously led to an
underground tank which
was removed in 1984 &
released to unrestricted
use. State LA#140 9110/99
and NRC LA #59 8/12/99.

This portion of the line
starts 18" below floor levee1
goes down -13", then
-1 '2" where itjoins the
main section of pipe.

Portion of drain line removed August 2004
IMME=

Portions of Drain Line found during 11/2007 Excavation - Decontaminated & Abandoned In-Place
-"

-

S

Portion of Drain Line Found and Removed during 11/2007 Excavation
Y2" water line
2" sewer line goes to clean out and then to 3" sewer line

Not to Scale
Bldg 31 - Drain Modification 8/9/84
(Facilities Drawing Z-22-1)
LAST UPDATED BY HEALTH PHYSICS

(LQG)

12/6/07

Figure 4: Soil Sample Locations
Rad drain line drops down about 5'
here then joirls the other pipe from 103

Portion of drain line removed August 2004
Portions of Drain Line found during 11/2007 Excavation - Decontaminated & Abandoned In-Place
Portion of Drain Line Found and Removed during 11/2007 Excavation

Ni

A" water line

2" sewer line goes to clean out and then to 3" sewer line

* Soil Sample Location

Not to Scale
Lqg 12/3/07

Figure 5: Exposure Rate and Removable Contamination Surveys
Rad drain line drops down about 5'
here then joins the other pipe from 103

19 microR/hr
0-6.5' into the•.ipe
from this en
,

)5'9"

Room 103

-0

6-8 microR/hr
3' into the pipe

31-101

17-19 microR/hr
0-3' into the pipe
from this end

8 microR~hr
inside pipe

Excavated Area

Hallway
area
5-10 microR/hr

(as deep as 12')
100% surface scan in
excavated area

in 1984

31-102A

31-102

Portion of drain line removed August 2004
Portions of Drain Line found during 11/2007 Excavation - Decontaminated &Abandoned In-Place

7
l

Portion of Drain Line Found and Removed during 11/2007 Excavation
Y" water line
2" sewer line goes to clean out and then to 3" sewer line

Removable Contamination (Wipe) Sample Location

Drawing not to scale
Lqg 121/707

APPENDIX A
Survey Plan for Underground Drain Line Under Room 101 of Building 31

of

Final Radiological Survey Report of Underground Drain Line Pipe Associated with the
Former Building 31 Underground Liquid Radioactive Waste Tank

November 9, 2007
Revised November 13, 2007*
Prepared by Laura Gonzales
Survey Plan for Underground Drain Line Under Room 101 of Building 31
Background
Portions of a drain line pipe which originally went to a radioactive liquid underground waste tank
(the tank was removed in 1984) remains underneath lab 101 (nuclear calibration lab). In 2004, a
portion of this drain line was removed underneath rooms which were part of the "Phase IV"
portion of the Building 30/31 complex during decommissioning of Phase IV. See Figure 1.
Previous plans were to remove the drain line when the lab was decommissioned. However, since
the underground tank had sludge containing uranium and other contaminants (mainly Cs-137), it
was decided to review our options since it might GA's efforts to terminate the NRC SNM-696
license. It was decided to locate the 3 ends of the pipe and try and clean in place.
On 10/10/07, Jelcon personnel (hired by Facilities), utilizing the TRF Backhoe, began excavation
at the southeast corner of Bldg. 31. Operations continued through 10/16/07, when the drain pipe
was finally located -8' below existing grade level. Subsequent radiological analysis of the drain
pipe inside contents (scale and debris) showed that the interior of the pipe was contaminated with
Cs-137 and uranium. Analyses of the surrounding soil excavated during this effort showed only
background levels of activity, and on 10/18/07, I issued an e-mail releasing the soil to
unrestricted use.
On 10/24/07, A. Lewis prepared a Statement of Work and a P/O was issued to Jelcon
Construction to complete the necessary work to expose the buried drain pipe under exterior
asphalt areas, and under two different rooms within Bldg. 31 (room 101 and room 103)
Final Survey Plan
1. Scan and survey soil and drain line during excavation.
2. Collect six (6) soil samples in the trench created after removal of the - 12' portion of the
drain line removed from the west wall of room 101 going east to the location where the pipe
drops down.
3. Conduct exposure rate surveys on the soil surface (microR readings) inside the trench.
4. Decontaminate the -7' section of the drain line removed (see #2 above) using the same
method to be used on the drain line which will remain in place. Note: The remaining
portion of the excavated drain pipe was removed in small sections.
5. After a wipe and meter survey of the decontaminated 7' section of the drain line indicates the
pipe is clean and free of radioactive contamination, do a water test on the 7' section of pipe.
6. The water test involves putting -1 liter of clean water through the pipe and collecting and
analyzing it for radioactivity, If it is found to be clean (free of Cs-137 and uranium
contamination); then the same method used in the 7' section of pipe can be used in the pipe
being left in place.
7. Decontamination the remaining section of pipe using the same method used on the 7' of pipe
removed from underneath room 101.
8. Do the same water test on the remaining section of pipe.
9. Collect 2 soil samples from the outside of Building 31 where the pipe empties.

Building 31 Drain Line Modification

Capped Off
(Previously led to
underground tank
which was removed in
1984 and released to
unrestricted use (State
LA#140 9/10199 and
NRC LA #59 8/12/99)

Drain

j

Portion of drain line removed August 2004
Remaining drain line as of August 2007

Bldg 31 - Drain Modification 8/9/84
(Facilities Drawing Z-22-1)
FIGURE Revised BY HEALTH PHYSICS (LQG) 10i/21/05
UPDATED BY HEALTH PHYSICS (LQG) 8/7/07

